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Faculty discuss lack of power at JMU
by Peggy Ware
senior writer
More than 50 faculty members joined together
Tuesday to discuss JMU's priorities, the perceived
lack of faculty power in university decision-making
and how faculty and students can bring about
change.
The faculty members attended a forum sponsored
by the American Association of University
Professors to discuss the faculty's role in university
governance.
Decisions at JMU are made from the top and
passed down to the rest of the university, several
faculty said.
"In my mind it looks like a pyramid and [faculty]
are very low down on the pyramidal structure," Dr.
Robert Bersson, professor of art, said.
"It's very clear that faculty and students have a
very small role in the major decision-making at this
university," he said. "It is incumbent upon us,
especially in matters that are related to academics
and curriculum, that we have a major say both in
policy and in budget matters.''
Although JMU has mediums such as the Faculty
Senate and faculty positions on university
commissions for faculty to provide input, several
professors said that these options are ineffective.
"There is the forum for all of that here. And that
means nothing, because most of us, if you've spent
any time here, know that it's all bullshit," Dr. Kent
Zimmerman, associate professor of management,
said.
Other professors agreed. Lack of substantive
university response from faculty recommendations
has caused the faculty to become apathetic, said
Jesse Liles, professor of secondary education and
school administration.
"We don't go to those meetings anymore because
we find out from experience that visions thai go
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Dr. James Leary is the president of
JMU's chapter of AAUP.
against the party line in those meetings just kind of
disappear,," he said.
Forum participants said they are concerned about
JMU's priorities. Many said that the university has
focused too much on growth at the expense of
academic excellence.
"The resources aren't pouring in any more, and as
far as I can tell, we have not shifted over to a strategy

Academic departments withdraw
representatives from Faculty Senate
by Drew vanEsselstyn
senior writer
Two academic departments have withdrawn their
representation from the JMU Faculty Senate, citing a
lack of effectiveness and participation in university
governance.
The art department unanimously voted not to send
any nominations to the senate for next term, said Dr.
Robert Bersson, the professor of art who held the
department's last meeting.
Bersson is the art department's Faculty Senate
representative.
"We've become very disenchanted with the
senate," he said Tuesday after the meeting of JMU's
chapter of American Association of University
Professors. "The senate is essentially a powerless
institution, and the reaction has been to become
cynical and disaffected." Bersson is finishing his

term as the art department delegate to the senate.
The history department has also decided to
withhold nominations to the Faculty Senate.
Dr. Frank Gerome, professor of history, echoed
the sentiments from the art department
"The department decided that the senate was not
very effectual," he said. "We lost interest in the
effectiveness of the senate. This is a reflection of a
disappointed faculty, as well as a lack of community
on campus."
Two other departments also are considering not
sending representatives to the Faculty Senate.
Dr. James Leary, professor of chemistry and
president of AAUP, said that his department is
"seriously thinking" about not sending a member.
The decision will be made at the next chemistry
departmental meeting.
Dr. John Sander, assistant professor of geology
SENATE page 2

of trying to conserve what we have and not let
academics go any lower," said Dr. John Palmer,
associate professor of hotel restaurant and
management
Zimmerman agreed. "I believe that James
Madison can be a fine academic institution, but I'm
really concerned that that gets lost when we try to
get bigger."
Other participants said neither the university nor
the state put enough emphasis on academic
programs.
"I don't think there is [much emphasis on
academics] anymore, and I don't think that's any
more clearly stated than in the person who was
invited to be our graduation speaker," Dr. Frank
Palocsay, professor of chemistry, said. Virginia
Governor L. Douglas Wilder "has done more to hurt
higher education in Virginia than anybody we've
had around since I've been here in the last four
sessions."
. Many said leadership at the university undermines
both faculty and student interests.
"We are experiencing misleadership," Liles said.
"For example I don't think if given the choice,
students would choose to build that [recreation]
facility now and continue the situation that exists at
registration where students can't get the classes they
need to graduate on time."
James Leary, president of AAUP and professor of
chemistry, said, "I'd like to see [AAUP] be so broad
that it expands to student input as well. After all it's
their $20 million that is being gobbled every year."
Group participants said they hope forming a
coalition of both faculty and students could affect
change.
"Over the last few years, I've seen an increasing
sense of public militancy on the part of the
students," Dr. Robert Horn, professor of economics,
»"*•
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AAUP.
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"Dr. Carrier is no longer the beloved 'Uncle Ron'
that he once was, and they have been taking him to
task about important issues both in The Breeze and
elsewhere. Maybe there is a group of students who
are active and supportive of a student version of
what we are trying to do here."
But discussion members said it is the faculty that
needs to stop being apathetic and start voicing their
opinions.
The first part of achieving anything is to increase
the number of people who are willing to speak out in
public," Liles said.
Others said that the administration has lulled the
faculty into complacency, either with pressure or by
consistently ignoring their concerns.
But Zimmerman said that since he has been at
JMU the number of tenured faculty has grown
dramatically, which he said should increase
professors' willingness to voice their concerns.
Many present said that to bring about change,
faculty need to unify their efforts.
"I would hope that this group would reach a point
that it would speak out as a group," Dr. Rick
Thompson, professor of anthropology, said. "This
way we would have much more power."
The AAUP is a private national organization that
has primarily been responsible for protecting the
freedom of speech at universities and securing the
positions of tenured faculty, Leary said.
JMU has had a chapter of AAUP for more than
two decades, Leary said, but, "It has lay dormant for
several years." He said he wants to rejuvenate the
JMU chapter so that it can provide a forum where
faculty can voice their opinions about university
matters, independent from administrative pressures.
AAUP will meet again March 18 in the P.C.
Ballroom. All interested faculty and students are
invited to attend.
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Keeping warm
Freshmen Alissa Dignazio (left) and Liz Lausten (right) huddle under
blankets while watching the JMU baseball game yesterday. For results of the
game, see page 19.

Senate
CONTINUED from page 1

and his department's senate representative, said he
"hasn't been real happy" with the senate. Sander
said he had proposed that the geology department
consider not sending any nominations, but plans are
not definite at this time.
The art and history departments criticized the
senate's lack of power, pointing to the
administration's control over the senate.
According to Article VI, Section 2 of the
Constitution of the Faculty Senate, the president of
JMU has the power to veto any actions of the
Faculty Senate.
But Dr. Bethany Oberst, vice president for
academic affairs, said the senate does a good job of
representing faculty concerns.
"I think the Faculty Senate is legitimately
organized,'' she said. "And it's provided very good
service to the university. I felt that [former Faculty
Senate Speaker] Cecil Bradfield was very effecitve.
I have appreciated their input on such issues as the

freshman seminar, and my working with the
executive committee has been very helpful to me."
But Dr. Philip James, head of the art department,
said, "We did refer the concerns to our college
faculty advisory committee on the issue of the
faculty senate, its role, and its effectiveness. The
comment was made [in department meeting] that the
senate wouldn't have effect until they had a say in
budgetary matters."
Several faculty members noted that untenured
faculty in the senate are afraid to speak out on
important issues for fear of administrative
punishment of some sort.
"The thing is that you invest your time [in the
senate], but nothing really happened," said Dr. Jesse
Liles, professor of secondary education. "Untenured
members don't feel they can speak frankly, because
they're afraid of even subtle kinds of reprisals."
Bersson added that even tenured faculty are
worried about speaking out in public on
controversial issues.
Dr. Thomas DeVore, professor of chemistry, who

Correction
In the Feb. 22 issue of The
[Breeze a line in Eric Johnson's
column read "Slavery ... is not a
100 percent income tax." The line
should have read "is a 100 percent
income tax." The Breeze regrets
the error.

Corrections???
Callx6127

once served on the senate, also expressed concern
about the administration's power.
"In practice, when we passed something that
stated something that the administration didn't like, I
got called into the Vice President's office and yelled
at," he said. Thomas C. Stanton was the vice
president for academic affairs when DeVore served
on the Faculty Senate. Stanton's term at JMU was
from 1977 until 1984.
DeVore said the Faculty Senate was basically a
rubber stamp for administrative policies. He said that
the faculty didn't think they could voice objections to
the administration's ideas.
Dr. Robert Jerome, speaker of the Faculty Senate,
was out of town and could not be reached for
comment. Dr. Ronald McPherson, secretary of the
Faculty Senate, would not comment on the issue.
Herbert Amato, the marshal for the senate who is
responsible for enrollment in the body, said that
nominations were due to him by March 1, but added
that he did not know which departments that had
withdrawn their representation.
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Blacks endured like no others, speaker says
by Cyndy Liedtke
staff writer
Black Americans have had to rise above injustice
and have been denied their proper place in history,
according to a research assistant in clinical
psychology and the black studies program at Florida
State University.
Dr. Na'im Akbar spoke Tuesday to nearly 200
JMU students on "Black Excellence: A Revolution
of Mind and Thought" as part of Black Emphasis
Month and Human Relations Week.
"Everything possible was done to make sure we
never gained the fundamentals to obtain citizenship,"
Akbar said. "We were never supposed to participate
in the American system."
It is due to rebellion and revolt that some black
Americans were able to be successful. By being
persistent they were able to change the system,
Akbar said.
"It's a miracle," he said. "There is no evidence of
any people enduring the way we have and then to
come out the way we have."
Akbar also spoke about the ancient civilizations of
Africa. There were many highly civilized groups in
Africa with advanced understanding in math, science
and architecture that came before and influenced
ancient Greece, Akbar said.
He spoke about the similarities between the
pyramids in Egypt and those in Mexico and Central
America. He also said that African civilizations
traded and exchanged culture with Native Americans

in the Americas long before the Europeans.
These things are not taught in history books as a
part of the regular school curriculum. This
contributes to black Americans loss of their own
history, he said.
"Without a claim to your own historical record
you can be nothing but the property of the person
giving you a historical record," Akbar said.
Akbar asked for an apology for 300 years of
oppression of blacks in the United States.
"I want America to declare and to recognize that
we .. . were wronged," Akbar.said. "I want them to
acknowledge their sickness . . . and to be able to
accept African Americans."
Akbar then called for a new world order built on
justice and morality. He asked for people to focus on
a strategy of coexistence without hostility.
There are 346 organized hate groups in the United
States geared toward anyone who is not white, male
and Christian, be said, adding there are no organized
hate groups of blacks toward whites..
Akbar said blacks, in their struggle for civil rights,
had also helped to gain rights for others including
women and homosexuals, and paved the way toward
awareness and multiculturalism.
"The rest of the world can learn something from
us," he said. "We opened the door for justice. We are
about restoring humanity."
Audience reaction to the speech was positive. He
was given a standing ovation when the presentation
concluded.
"I really agree with him," junior Tonya Phillips

Nairn Akbar

said. "Most people who needed to hear this aren't
here.We need to do the best we can to move ahead.
Us being here at JMU is part of that
"We need to stick together and work with what we
have." she said.

Russian Club, LINC help Russian sister city
by Cristie Breen
staff writer
To the people of Harrisonburg's
sister city Peterhof, Russia, JMU's
Health Center might look like a gold
mine.
Stuck in the midst of a painful
transition into a free-market economy,
Peterhof citizens are in dire need of
simple, over-the-counter medicines,
according to Russian professor
Elizabeth Neatrour.
Members of the Russian Club and
the Local International Network

Committee are trying to alleviate
some of the suffering in the St.
Petersburg suburb by sponsoring a
medicine and clothing drive.
Sophomore Tiffany Acors, vice
president of the Russian Club, said
the group is looking for donations of
simple tablet medicines such as
antihistamines, Tylenol and vitamins.
"As the Russian Club, we felt we
needed to help out anyway we can,"
Acors said.
LINC, a tax-exempt, non-profit
organization made up of Rockingham
County residents, began exploring the
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Russian Chib inendw Lori Philips was taking donations for
Harrisonburg's sister city Peterhof in the WCC Wednesday.
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sister city relationship in 1987, said
Pat Churchman, president of LINC.
Since then, the group has traveled
to Russia three times, each time
bringing over a contribution, either in
the form of money, clothing or
medicine.
"The medicines we've been
bringing in have been saving lives,"
said Neatrour, moderator of the
Russian Club.
In March, two members of the
Russian Club and 29 members of
LINC will travel to Peterhof to deliver
the goods they collect.
"We are taking these gifts as gifts
of friendship," Neatrour said. "If the
situations were reversed, they would
do it for us, I'm sure. We want to
provide real and moral support."
"We will be meeting and trying to
show that we're concerned about them
and are bringing in what we can to
alleviate the suffering they're
experiencing," Churchman said.
Medical donations will be taken to
a hospital in Peterhof, Neatrour said.
New safety-sealed medicine
donations can be made through March
1 in front of the language lab in
Keezell or the mezzanine level of the
Warren Campus Center. Adult and
children's multi-vitamins, children's
antihistamines, Kaopectate, aspirin,
Tylenol, and sugar substitute tablets
for diabetics are in special demand.
New t-shirts and socks are also
needed in Peterhof.

Identity: still a
question for
Russians today
by Joanna Nevins
contributing writer
Modern Russians are trying to
find their national identity just
like the Russian radical
intelligentsia of the 19th century,
said a JMU history professor to a
crowd of over 200 in Miller Hall,
room 101 Monday.
The intelligentsia have
influenced the "shaping [of]
Russia's past and present," Dr.
Mary Louise Loe said.
Loe, who has completed both
regional and national work in
Russian studies and was one of
the first chairwomen of JMU's
Russian and Asian Studies
Committee, spoke for The
Madison Scholar Lecture Series
on "The Russian Intelligentsia:
The Conscience of a Nation."
Intelligentsia were a group
which surfaced in Russia about
1860, consisting of "young men
and women with moral passions
and principles which they wished
to see turned into reality," she
said, adding that many gave up
their personal freedom for their
beliefs.
"Lenin condemned the
RUSSIANS page 6
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Senate discusses mail, energy
by Nicole Motley
SGA reporter
Tuesday's Student Government Association
meeting featured guest speakers Terry Woodward,
manager of the post office, and Jim Auckland,
director of facilities management and operations,
who discussed their dudes, future plans and current
problems.
Woodward said he would like to see a sump
machine, FAX services and a new drop box at the
Godwin Hall bus slop.
He also said he would like for students to be able
to check their own combinations and box numbers.
He said more efficient means for servicing students'
needs are being considered because now students
have to stand in line too long.
"I really don't get feedback and when I do, it is
usually in a crisis," Woodward said.
Some senators suggested posting a sign informing
students of the options and services available.
Also at the meeting, Auckland said that some of
facilities management duties deal with the
environment and buildings and grounds.
The bill for university energy consumption in
September, usually the most expensive month, was
about $250,000, Auckland said. He said the
university generally spends several million dollars a
year on energy bills.
Senators gave suggestions about how to decrease
the energy used and money spent by asking for more
stickers on light switches and turning the heat down
in Eagle Hall. More recycling bins and weather strips
for the wooden steps going to Godwin Hall were also
suggested.
Also at the meeting:
• Senator Eric Withrow discussed the upcoming
SGA elections.
Petitions for candidacy are available at the Warren
Campus Center and SGA office from Feb. 24 to
March IS and are due at noon on March IS in the

SGA office, Withrow said.
A mandatory meeting for all candidates will be on
March 16. Elections will be held March 30, he said.
• A bill was passed endorsing a proposal for student
appointments to university commissions.
Michael Booker, chairman of the internal affairs
committee, said this recommendation allows the
SGA to appoint any JMU student to a commission.
In the past, the SGA appointed about half and the
administration appointed die others, Booker said. If
accepted by the administration this proposal will
allow the SGA to appoint all of the students on the
commissions.
The appointed students will be called student
commission members and their attendance at the
commission meetings will be established in the SGA
House Rules, Booker said.
They will not be required to attend senate
meetings, but they will give monthly reports on
commissions to the senate, he said.
• Jennifer Metzger, a member of the food services
committee, reported that D-Hall is offering a new
meal plan this fall for JMU students.
This plan will allow students to have unlimited
punches at D-Hall, which will then be open all day,
for about $70 more than the 20-meal plan now
offered.
But this plan does not allow student punches at PC
Dukes unless the student has a Food From Home
plan or a Flex Account.
• A bill was passed stating that the newly elected
executive council and the chairperson pro-tempore
will interview and select a nominee for
parliamentarian within three weeks after major
elections for next year's student senate to approve.
• Senator Tim Cooke discussed the meeting of the
Registration and Enrollment Services Committee.
The committee discussed limiting students to
registering for a maximum 17 hours during the initial
registration process, but they may add more hours at
a later date, Cooke said.

will be held on March 30,1993]
Petitions are available at the WCC
info, desk and SGA office from
February 24 - March 15
Deadline for petitions:
12:00 March 15,1993
Positions available:
•President
• Administrative V.P.
• Legislative V.P.
•Treasurer
• Secretary
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Hallman named SGA
professor of the month
by Kristine Wulf
contributing-wrlur
Dr. Clivc Hallman, a history professor for 29
years at JMU, was awarded Professor of the
Month for February 1993 by the Student
Government Association.
Junior Matthew Kossman, chairman for the
curriculum and instruction committee, led the
SGA to reinstate the program this month. The
program began during the 1991-92 academic
year; but was discontinued because of lack of
interest. ;■

"The committee was started last year to
recognize teachers," he said. "The teachers
weren't getting raises, so this program provided
an inexpensive incentive. It was {reinstated) this
year to reinforce support after the faculty/student
forum."
About 15 professors were nominated by
members of his Committee, Kossman said. The
SGA elected Hallman for his outstanding
teaching skills and vast knowledge of Colonial
America.
In response to receiving the award, Hallman
said, "I was surprised and certainly honored."
Hallman said his interest in his field of study
grew from his father's and grandfather's
emphasis on history and historical Sites and has
followed their footsteps by becoming a history
professor. He earned his doctorate at the
University of Georgia. He also sponsors the
Wayland Historical Society.
Each club at JMU will have its turn to select
their choice for Professor of the Month, Kossman
said. He hopes that the program will become a
permanent award continuously given to
acclaimed professors.
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Russians

P O L I CELOC

CONTINUED from page 3

intelligentsia for failing to understand the people,"
Loesaid.
What has been realized in modern Russia is that
the intelligentsia were pushing for reforms which
would modernize and reshape the nation, giving it a
prominent role within the world, she said.
Loe discussed the contributions of three Russian
intelligentsia who pushed for reform, including
Alexander Radischev, Peter Chaadayev and
Alexander Herzen.
Loe said that through his writings, Radischev
worked for governmental reform within Russia and
argued for personal freedoms for all countrymen.
"Chaadayev initiated a continuing debate within
Russia of its place in society and its relationship with
the West," she said. Loe explained how Herzen
hoped that "Russia would be the first country to truly
create an egalitarian socialist society."
The reforms which the intelligentsia once
dreamed of were actually initiated by former Soviet
President Mikhail Gorbachev in the late 1980s.
'There are still counter-revolutionaries — those
who want security and order of pre-Gorbachev
times," she said. "Living conditions still remain
deplorable. Russia might return to a dictatorship,"
Loe said, because in the minds of many Russians,
life was better then.
"But myths offer hope,
comfort and support," she said.
A major problem within the Russian conscience is
the conflict between their "national identity versus
what they are," Loe said.

Newstip?
Call Kate and Mike
at x6l27!

Visitation Violation
• A resident of Cleveland Hall was charged
judicially for violating visitation rules set by the
residence hall at 950 p.m. Feb. 21.

by Jonathan Rhudy
police reporter
Campus police reported the following:
•

Destruction of Pubic Property
• An unknown parson reportedly brok« a window
near the entrance to the CM Phi fraternity house
between 4:30 am. and 4:50 «.m. Feb. 20.
• An unknown person reportedly damaged the
door to a resident's room in the Alpha Chi Rho
fraternity house between 1 a.m and 7 a.m. Feb.
20.
• An unknown person reportedly kicked in a
resident's door In the Pi Kappa Phi fraternity
house between 11 p.m. Feb. 20 and 3 a.m. Feb.
21.
• An unknown person reportedly broke glass out
of a door on the ground floor on the east side of
Godwin HaH at 10:52 p.m. Feb. 21.
• An unknown person reportedly broke the
window out of a door in a racquetball court in
Bridgeforth Stadium at 1030 p.m. Feb. 22.
The individual reportedly fled from the scene
after hitting the window with a racquet.
Destruction off Private Property
• An unknown person reportedly scratched the
paint on a student's vehicle in X-lot between 12
p.m. Feb. 15 and 10 a.m. Feb. 17.
• An unknown person reportedly damaged the
left window of a car parked on Duke Drive East
between 11 p.m. Feb. 19 and 8 a.m. Feb. 20.
Nothing was reported stolen from the vehicle.

Petty Larceny
• A black GEL bicycle seat, a chrome rim and
rear tire were reported stolen from a bicycle in
Chandler Hall between Feb. 18 and Feb. 21.
• Ten VHS video tapes of football games were
reported stolen from the Bridgeforth Stadium
conditioning room between 5 p.m. Feb. 13 and 8
a.m. Feb. 15.
A university employee reportedly discovered
an exit door which is normally locked left
unsecured on Feb. 20.
Harassing Telephone Calls
• A student was charged judicially for leaving a
harassing telephone message on another
student's voice marl on Feb. 20.
• A student reported receiving a harassing
telephone message on the student's voice maH at
720 p.m. Feb. 20.
Underage Consumption of Alcohol
• A student was charged judicially for underage
consumption of alcohol on Bluestone Drive at the
Board of Visitor's tot at 120 a.m. Feb. 23.

Number of drunk in public charges since Dec.
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BASED ON THE BOOK BV STUDS TERKEL
HDHPTED BV STEPHEN SCHWARTZ AND NINH FflSO
JRMES MHDISON UNIUERSITV
Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre
February 23rd-27th at 8:00PM

February 28th at

2:00PM

For Reservations call 568-7888
(language may be offensiue)
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Student aid plan may increase debt
WASHINGTON — President Clinton's proposal to
change the student loan program that is wasting
billions of taxpayer dollars a year may end up
sinking the nation further into debt, a study released
to Congress Tuesday warned.
The report turns up the flame under the debate
raging in Congress over bow to fix the current loan
system, which is riddled with fraud and abuse and
has been called the most mismanaged program in the
federal government It also comes amid a major
lobbying campaign by powerful private lenders to
keep their role in the profitable loan program.
The Clinton administration said last week that a
new system could soon save the federal government
more than $1 billion a year. The president has said
all college students should be able to borrow larger
amounts of tuition dollars directly from the
government, saving the costs of private banks and

<"N

other middlemen involved in the current system.
But the Congressional Research Service report,
which contradicts previous federal studies, said the
U.S. government may not be able to administer the
program as efficiently as the private sector and it
might be better to improve the current system. Under
the existing system, students take out governmentguaranteed loans from private banks. Clinton's
proposal would set up the Department of Education as
the banker.
Virtually every inspector general report in recent
memory has pointed to the current system's poor
management, inefficiency, and dereliction in loan
collection. Taxpayers are paying $3 billion a year for
students who skip out on their student loans.
Sen. Paul Simon (D-Illinois), a key supporter of
direct loans, emphasized that the CRS report
"confirms that the student loan industry is taking

excess profits while the government assumes
virtually all risks."
The report suggests that as an alternative to direct
lending, the government should slash the "high
profits" of the private lenders.
There has been rising outrage on Capitol Hill over
the profit margins of lenders such as the Student
Loan Marketing Association, known as Sallie Mae.
This private corporation chartered by Congress last
year earned nearly $400 million and a recent General
Accounting Office study disclosed that its president's
annual compensation package was $2.1 million.
The CRS report, which was circulating among
congressional offices Tuesday, makes it clear that the
program could be improved by shifting some
financial risk to the private lenders.
— LA. Times/Washington Post news
service

Va. Assembly
kills bill to limit
smoker's rights
RICHMOND — In a vivid display of
the power of Virginia's tobacco lobby,
the General Assembly on Feb. 23
gutted a bill to restrict public smoking
while it easily enacted a bill to protect
the job rights of smokers.
It shows that tobacco is still a very
green crop," said Del. Bernard S.
Cohen (D-Alexandria), alluding to the
tobacco industry's campaign
contributions to lawmakers, which he
believes were factors in both votes.
A bill sponsored by Cohen started
out as a far-reaching proposal to limit
workplace smoking and ban it entirely
in virtually all public buildings,
including stores and shopping centers.
By the time the measure reached the
Senate floor this morning, it had been
greatly weakened, but still outlawed
smoking in larger grocery stores and
public restrooms.
But on the Senate floor it was
trimmed further, leaving little more
than a proposal to restrict smoking in
private day-care centers. Cohen called
that "window dressing," and said he
may ask that his bill be withdrawn
rather than push for a measure he
considers too limited.
"The bill doesn't do anything now,"
Cohen said. "I'm pretty disappointed."
Smokers' advocates, by contrast,
were elated with their success on the
House floor with a bill to prohibit
employers from firing or refusing to
hire workers because they smoke
away from the job. The Senate already
had approved the bill
Twenty-eight states have enacted
smokers' rights laws, according to
Walker Merryman, of the industryfinanced Tobacco Institute. Last year,
the District enacted a smokers' rights
law, but in Maryland such a proposal
was defeated, Merryman said.
_ LA. Tunes/Washington
rost news service

TARA DELANEY/ THE BREEZE

U.S. fears germ weapons are in China
WASHINGTON — The U.S.
intelligence community is worried that
China may have revived and possibly
expanded its offensive germ weapons
program, according to current and
former U.S. intelligence officials.
Officials said that if true, the
Chinese would be violating its nineyear-old pledge to adhere to an
international
treaty
barring
development, production and stockpiling of toxin and biological agents
and the weaponry to deliver them.
U.S. officials also are concerned that
Taiwan may have maintained a germ
weapons program of its own, which

also dates from the 1970s-a reason
which may have encouraged the
Chinese to continue their program.
The officials said U.S. intelligence
concerns about China are partly based
on evidence that China is pursuing
biological research at two ostensibly
civilian-run research centers that U.S.
officials say are actually controlled by
the Chinese military.
The research centers were known to
have engaged previously in
production and storage of biological
weapons, the officials said. They said
U.S. suspicions intensified in 1991
when one of the suspect biological

centers was enlarged. Suspicions
increased last spring, after Beijing
made what one U.S. official termed a
"patently false" declaration to the
United Nations that it had never made
any germ weapons or conducted any
work to bolster defenses against a
biological attack.
But under President George Bush,
they said, senior White House officials
repeatedly deleted concerns about the
suspected Chinese germ weapons
program from an annual report on
arms proliferation.
— LA. Times/Washington
Post news service
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FRESH BAKED

EXTRA LG.-U.S. NO. 1
NORTHWESTERN

Chocolate
Sundae Cake

Anjou Pears

SINGLE LAYER
FROZEN SILVER QUEEN

SAVES2ALB.-U.S.DA.
ALL VARIETIES

Oodles Of
Noodles

Boneless Chicken
Breast

$2.29

6 for $1
-

LB.

Hanover
White Corn
1/2 PRICE!

100% PURE

Fresh Ground
l\irkey

$1.39

84tf

LB.

160Z.PKG.

Pop Secret Popcorn
Buy 1 Get!

FREE!
18 - 21 OZ. PKG. • VALID FEB.21 - 27.1993

Cup'O
Noodles

5 for $2
2.2SOZ.PKGS.

3 0Z.PKGS.
WITH THIS COUPON ft $730 PURCHASE.
LIMIT 1 COUPON PER CUSTOMER
REG.'LITE«NAT.«BUTTER

ALL VARIETIES

WITH THIS COUPON A $730 PURCHASE.
LIMIT 1 COUPON PER CUSTOMER
NATURE VALLEY ASSORTED FLAVORS

Granola Bars/Bites
Buy 1 Get 1

FREE!
7J-10OZ.PKG. • VALID FEB.21- 27.1993

WTTH THIS COUPON ft $730 PURCHASE.
LIMIT 1 COUPON PER CUSTOMER
GENERAL MILLS CEREAL

Apple/Cinnamon Cheerios!
Buy 1 Get 1

FREE!

HOZ.BOX • VALID FEB. 21 - 27.1993
■

Money
Orders

/*Qc

09*MCH

We 8*11 U.S.
Postage i Stamps

Th

-

-

-

» Fastest Way
Ft 20*
I HCTinti
■■Mil to...Send Money Iff ay^tt.
Film Developing

^m^^~
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Virginia job service announces annual
summer jobs program:

The Virginia Employment Commission Job
Service Division has announced its annual summer
jobs program. Each year, the VEC solicits area
businesses to list summer job vacancies. The VEC
job bank includes clerical support, hotel and
restaurant, construction, landscaping, engineering
and computer science internships. VEC anticipates a
full catalog of vacancies. For further information,
contact Warren Smith at the Fairfax Job Service
office at (703) 8034000.

Bowling fund raiser invites everyone to
participate:

The Eighth Annual Bowl for Kids' Sake,
sponsored by the Big Brothers/Big Sisters of
Harrisonburg and Rockingham County, will be held
Feb. 27 at the Valley Lanes Bowling Alley from 8
a.m.-4 p.m. Groups of three can register by calling
433-8886. All proceeds from pledge sheets go to
match community youngsters with responsible
adults.
Limited seating will be available for
basketball game:

Thursday

The Feb. 27 men's basketball game against
George Mason will probably sell out, so only a
limited number of student date tickets will be
available on game night. No student date tickets will
be sold until 6:30 p.m. on the night of the game.

• "Seminar on Long-term Effects of Sexual
Violence on Maternal Health," sponsored by
the nursing department and Citizens Against
Sexual Assault, WCC, Highlands Room.
Registration begins at 8:45 a.m.

MCV dean to discuss pharmacy careers:

• Speaker on the ethics of advertising for legal
services, Miller Hall, room 101, 5 p.m.
• EARTH meeting, Harrison Hall, room
B-202, 5-6:30 p.m.

Dr. Eugene White, assistant dean of the school of
pharmacy at the Medical College of Virginia, will
speak about careers in pharmacy at 10 a.m. Feb. 27,
in Miller Hall, room 101. Everyone is invited.
JMU Individual Events Team wins first
places

The JMU Individual Events Team won first place
at the Washington Metropolitan Communication
Association Individual Events Tournament at George
Mason on Feb. 9.
Individual winners included Tracy Lynn
Bolander, who took first place prose, third place
program oral interpretation and sixth place
communication analysis; Chana Brooks, fifth place
novice prose; Teresa Dowell, fourth place program
oral interpretation; Brooks and Dowell, fifth place
dramatic duo; Dana Gooch, fifth place after-dinner
speaking and fifth place informative speaking; Homa
Magsi, second place novice prose and fifth place
drama; Kerry McArdle, fifth place novice
impromptu; Lisa Tumey, fourth place novice prose;
and Joey Yates, third place prose.
Chrysalis now accepting submissions:
Chrysalis, the JMU student literary magazine, is
accepting submissions for the 1992-93 edition.
Art, poetry, short stories and prose up to three
pages will be accepted through March 1.
Submissions should be sent to P.O. Box 7076. For
more mformation, call 564-2610.

25 Friday
"Coordination, Keynes, and Aggregate Suf
and Demand," sponsored by the economics
department, Showker Hall, room G7, 3 p.m.
• "Environmental Issues Impacting the U.S.
Textile Industry," sponsored by the College of
Integrated Science and Technology, Miller Hall,
room 109, 3:15 p.m.

Saturday
• Women's gymnastics meet, JMU vs. Kent State, Godwin Hall gym, 1 p.m.
• Men's basketball, JMU vs. George Mason, Convocation Center, 7:30 p.m.

Weather
DAY

^——

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

HIGH:

28°

HIGH:

32°

HIGH:

38

LOW:

20°

LOW:

25°

LOW:

25

***£-?*•
*
# *©

Source:
WQPO/WSVA
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Restaurant

' €?

IT'S COLD

171 N. Main St. Harrisonburg, VA 22801

OUT THERE !!
Grunge metal Seattle style • 2 Bands for $3
Fridu)-BAAM SETH...Xew World Beat Dance Muzikl
Saturday—TRJ Funk Rode ska!

Bill Hudson hosts

Open Stage • FREE hot doe bar & chili
Tuesday - Jettison Charlie - Progressive

COME HOME
A FIRE !!

Wednesday—)im S Lecal Fees...More (unK tor the Buck
Thursday—The Wolves of Azure
Cliorloltes>ille Sensdlion

Any questions or comments, call 433-TUNE 24 hours a day
All shows start at 10:00 or 10:30!

Have fi Great Spring Break!!

FIREPLACES in every unit
2 Bedrooms & 2 Full baths
Many with STUDY or 3rd bedroom
9 MONTH LEASES
They're going FAST!!

'S
Restaurant
CALL TODAY 432-1860!!
For a private showing

171 N. Main St. Harrisonburg, VA 22801

CRAB FEST
EVERY FRIDAY

or

Offered by:

AT

FUNKHOUSER
& ASSOCIATES

JOKER'S PUB
lib- of SNOW CRAB LEGS
French Fries &. Slaw
JpT^jU plus tax
Each additional pound
$3.50 plus tax
from 5-10 p.m.

Get here early for the best seats!

Stop by the office and
ASK FOR MIKE

MAVISCW
MANOR

BIAl.TOBS

$100 DRAWING
BRING COUPON TO MADISON MANOR
TO ENTER
Name:
Address:
Telephone:.
Most interested in: [ I 2 bedroom [ ] 2 bedroom w/study

[ ] 3 bedroom
NopurchauorobiigaUonnaMMarytoantor/Orm^March31.1863
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Black pioneers make scientific history
by Shauna Miller
staff writer
Traffic lights, shoe
machines and safety
devices are only a few
of the major creations
black inventors have
contributed to America,
in many cases, inventions receive
more recognition than inventors.
"Textbooks are leaving the
impression that major inventions only
come from white hands," associate
professor of history Jacqueline Walker
said.
"Essentially, these textbooks do
discuss the impact of major inventions
by white inventors. But in terms of
identifying
African-American
inventors they have very little to say
or nothing."
Black Student Alliance president
Desiree Bryant said it was difficult for
her to learn about black pioneers.
"I had to go outside of school to
learn about black inventors," she said.
"The only way I learned was through
a black history calendar or a library
book."
While many black pioneers have
been overlooked in textbooks, their
contributions range from safety
devices to steam cylinder lubricators.
In 1912, black inventor Garrett
Morgan created the country's first
safety hood. It featured an air tube for
breathing and was first used by
companies that worked with
poisonous ammonia gas to produce
artificial ice. World War I soldiers

also used the hood as a gas mask.
Morgan invented another safety
device in 1923 — the traffic signal.
Instead of lights, stop and go signs
told drivers what do to.
While Morgan's invention
protected the head, another inventor
took care of the foot
Shoes would still be hand-sewn
today if it weren't for Earnst
Matzeliger's "shoe-lasting" machine
that advanced the shoe industry in
1883.
And black inventors have also
made strides in the medical field.
Charles Drew saved thousands of
lives when he proposed in the 1940s
that plasma could be used in place of
whole blood to prevent surgicalshock death during transfusions.
Before Drew's efforts, many
people died on operating tables
because their bodies rejected the
whole blood.
Drew further advanced the blood
chemistry field when he showed that
refrigerated plasma could be
preserved longer than whole blood.
Chemistry professor James Leary
said while such discoveries are
unknown by many, black pioneers
may not have been purposely
ignored.
"Because most of the major
theoretical and applied developments
in chemistry/physics came out of
work in England, France and
Germany, there was little opportunity
for involvement by blacks or even
citizens of other countries," he said.
But science has also been used by
black inventors to improve means of

JANET DRISCOLL/THE BREEZE
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transportation in America
Inventor Elijah McCoy applied
19th century science to keep
locomotive engines running with his
steam cylinder lubricator.
Once McCoy's system was put into
effect in 1872, vehicles no longer
needed to use air brakes to be stopped
for relubrication.
The phrase "the real McCoy" came
from McCoy's invention. The
expression refers to a machine that is
operating correctly.
Junior Christie Lovelace, vice
president for the JMIJ chapter of the
NAACP, said it would take more time
before the United States would fully
acknowledge developments like
McCoy's.
"Black awareness is becoming
more prominent among AfricanAmericans,'' Lovelace said, "but other
races are still only as aware as their
schools make them.
"We don't get a lot of credit for the
things that we have done," she said. "I
don't think that will change anytime
soon.
"I definitely have hope that there
will be more representation of
African-Americans in the future but it
will be up to the African-American
community to do the research and the
publicizing."
Source; "Louis Haber's Black
Pioneers of Science and Invention,"
Harcourt, Brace, and World, Inc.
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Dart...
A boomerang dart back to the "three-pissedoff Wilder opponents." To begin, it is
commendable of Gov. L. Douglas Wilder to
maintain the tradition (as The Breeze worded it)
and he is the governor of the state mat JMU is
located (and the first African American to be
titled so, I might add!) So, if you three oppose
him so much, don't show up May 8 at 10 ajn.
Just be sure to let the other 1,197 of us Who may
graduate know, so we'll know to miss yal
Sent in by a graduating senior who views
Wilder's speaking as something "positive"
about the "new" graduation.

Equitable athletics needed
At a lecture Tuesday night sponsored by the
JMU Faculty Women's Caucus, a speaker
related a childhood dream of becoming a
pitcher for the New York Yankees.
She never achieved her dream. Instead, she is now
working to help other women achieve their dreams
as the executive director of the Women's Sport
Foundation. But she also said that for some women
getting a fair shot at excelling in traditionally female
college sports is also a dream.
Dr. Donna Lopiano spoke on the problems facing
college athletics in meeting Tide IX of the federal
Education Amendment that states all colleges that
get federal funding can't discriminate when
providing for men's and women's sports. And while
some say that means equal money for men and
women, others say the regulation isn't clear on what
it means by equality.
The issue of "gender equity" has gotten hotter as
women have begun to criticize how their universities
define equality through the distribution of money
and resources among men's and women's sports. At
JMU, two women's coaches and the athletic director
said in recent interviews that the distribution of
money and resources should be improved.
Men's sports occupy 72 percent of the JMU
athletic operating budget. Men's sports have nine
full-time assistant coaches while women's sports
have only two. Although JMU has 13 women's
varsity sports and has 12 men's varsity sports, males
make up 59 percent of JMU athletes — and 23
percent of all JMU athletes are football players.
Financially, the athletic operating budgets reflect
JMU's priorities. Football gets $371,145. Men's
basketball receives $307,935, while women's
basketball — the women's sport with the largest

allocation — receives only $101,675 in funds.
In terms of sports with both men's and women's
teams, the distribution of money and resources is still
unequal. Men's soccer — $36,539. Women's soccer
— $32,120. Men's golf — $22,580. Women's golf
— $16,502.
Clearly, JMU has a way to go to make their
programs equitable and the largest barrier to equality
is football. With so many scholarship players,
assistant coaches and lots of expensive equipment,
football is, according to one female coach at JMU, "a
beast in its own," that is eating up valuable money
and resources that could be put elsewhere.
JMU's problems aren't as bad as they are at other
colleges. At Colgate University, the women's ice
hockey team took their fight for varsity status to
court, and the judge ruled that the university must
upgrade the team. The judge said die university was
treating its male hockey players like "princes" and its
female players like "chimney sweeps," according to
a recent article in. The Chronicle of Higher
Education.
But Colgate argues Title IX doesn't call for gender
equity sport-by-sport; rather, it looks for equality in
the men's and women's athletic programs as a
whole. They also argue they don't have enough
money to elevate the team to varsity status.
It's true that quality doesn't necessarily translate
into money, but it begins there. Without more
equitable funds for scholarships, coaches and
equipment, men's and women's sports can't even
begin to reach equality.
The house editorial is written by a member of the
editorial board and does not necessarily reflect the
opinion of the individual staff members.

Christyhfanf*d...«tor QayieCohen.,.managingettor Qrmt3a^...opbtkmetSlor

EJitori.il Policy

Letter* to the editor should be no more than 350 words, column* no
more than 550 words, and will be published on a space available bads.
They must be delivered to The Bteoe by noon Tuesday or 5 pm. Friday.
Tfce Breeze reserves the right to edit for clarity and spate.
The opinions in this section do not necessarily reflect the Opinion of
the newspaper; this staff, or James Madison University.

Pat...
To the faculty who attended and supported
the American Association of University
Professors open forum on "The Role of the
Faculty in University Governance." An active
discussion on how to empower JMU's
professors was long overdue.

Dart...
A big disappointed dart to The Breeze sports
section for putting the article about the men's
and women's swim teams winning the Colonial
Athletic Association tides below two basketball
articles. C'mon people, a sweep of the CAA
title is pretty exciting.
Sent in by an annoyed swimming fan.

Pat..
A honorable pat to those students who
participated in Honor Awareness Week.
Remember, everyone benefits from a strong
honor system — do your pan to make it work.
Sent in by the JMU Honor Council.

Dart...
. A highly irritated dart to those who insist on
taking up two parking spaces with one car in the
Anthony-Seeger gravel pit! The rest of us need
to park too!
Sent in anonymously.

Pat...
A Robin Hood-like pat to the women's
fencing team for winning their sixth straight
state fencing tide last weekend and to senior
Elaine Schoka for winning her third straight
individual state tide.
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letters to the Editor
Breeze accused of altering
meaning of student's quote

SGA should have solicited
student opinion on speaker

To the

To the editor:
We are writing to voice our opinion on the choice of
Gov. L. Douglas Wilder as the '93 commencement speaker.
What happened to the concept of student choice? To our
knowledge, the graduating seniors were never polled to
ascertain their preference for a graduation speaker. We
definitely never imagined a man known for his higher
education budget cuts addressing us on the value of
education. As two of us are future teachers, we are
especially appalled by mis man's treatment of the state's
educational system. We commend him on being the nation's
first black governor, but winning the election is only half of
the battle. While in office, he has done little to prove his
worth as governor, has been constantly plagued by
controversy and has led the state to economic ruin.
We hope in the future the administration and the
Student Government Association will consider soliciting
students' opinions prior to a decision of such magnitude. If
a majority of our class had chosen Wilder, the shock would
have bean somewhat alleviated. However, as such was not
the case, we look with dread to the ceremony May 8.
Alison Cooper
Lisa Payne
psychology/education
psychology/education
senior
Cindy Klopotek
marketing; '

I was quoted in the Feb. 22 Breeu and the omission of
the second half of this quote served to seriously alter the
meaning of what I was trying to say. During a recent
discussion group, sponsored by the political science
society, the subject turned to condom distribution in
schools. I said that at one point I was an advocate of this
method of lowering teen pregnancy rates.
I then proceeded to say thai (this was the part omitted
from from the article) I had recently come into contact with
a woman that ran a program for educating pregnant teens.
Her program advocates only abstinence, and she claimed to
have a much lower repeat pregnancy rale than similar
programs that advocate condoms and the rail. I then went
on to say that I, at this time, do not feel that there is enough
information available to say for certain which type of sex
education is more effective and when that information
becomes available I would advocate that the most effective
method of sex education be taught in die public schools.
As the co-president of First Right I was invited to this
discussion group that focused mostly on birth control. Our
organization has no stance on this issue and it is impossible
for us to formulate one that all our members agree on. The
opinion stated above is my opinion and does not reflect the
organization's beliefs.
First Right does NOT deal with political events that
occur prior to the beginning of life. At conception the genes
of the parents come .together and form a unique human
being whose life then becomes a continual process of
growing from that time until its death. There is no
significant point at which this being becomes more human
than at another point. First Right, as an organization,
represents the belief that all humans, bom and unborn, have
the fundamental right to life.
Maureen McCullough
co-preeWent First Right

DEUfR
ME

Administration stifling student
spirit in Convocation Center
To the editor.
The JMU Convocation Center has long had a reputation
for being one of the craziest arenas in the Colonial Athletic
Association and this year has been no different The Dukes
have an impressive home record of 12 wins and only one

loss.

During the first games of the season, I could see how
the electric zoo got its name. However, since the Auburn
game our administration has been hounding members of
the dog pound to clean up our acts and act less like crazed
college fans and more like civilized opera detentes.
The first step Dean Ehlers (our wonderful athletic
director) initiated was prohibiting fans from carrying any
signs. We were told that we would be removed from the
game if we were seen carrying signs of any sort, not just
those that we were considered offensive or vulgar. The next
step taken by the administration was a rule prohibiting the
crowd from screaming or chanting any obscenities. The
reason we were given was that big-name teams would not
come to the Convo.
Have you ever watched a game played at Cameron
Indoor Arena (home of the Duke University Crazies)? As
an avid college basketball viewer, I have seen that it is a
rarity when the fans do not chant some obscenity so loud
that you can clearly hear it on the television. At this rate I
am sure the next step will be to prohibit us from taunting
the opposing team since it "upsets them."
I was told before coming to JMU that the fans at the
Convo were some of the craziest in all of college basketball
and after attending a number of games I was not
disappointed — finding many people who were as crazy
about basketball as I am. The administration, however, has
different plans for the crowd at the Convo, preferring to
have us sit on our hands rather than go crazy for our team.
It is bad enough that students do not have a substantial
section of seats on the floor, but now the administration is
even threatening to take the dog pound away. If the
basketball program is really for the students like the
administration claims, then maybe our athletic director
should let the students have some fun and support their
team!
Brett Hansen
economics
freshman

Pi*!Za
-■Hut

Buy Any Pizza And Get A Second
Pizza At 1/2 Price!
For Delivery Call:
433-4800
For Dine -In ICarry out Visit
78 South Caiiton St

2485 South Main St.

434-0676

433-1821
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Musica

(Above) From left to right, the Dream Giris Beth Anne Kabral, Dorothy Doyles and Cam! St. Germain surround
Al Calinda played by Kevin Lauder.
Ought) Jon Rotting, played by Jenny Braddock, sings 'Neat to be a Newsboy*

People emerge from all sides c
intricate set and freeze as the
lights shine through the stainedwindow.
Noises of cars, beeping he
voices and movement fill the the
As the hustling and bustling ce
the music underneath the s
begins.
Characters in occupati
uniforms burst out in song
choreographed improvisations c
a busy atmosphere, giving
audience a lot of visual inform
to decipher.
As one worker deliver
monologue describing his job
steel worker, the play's them
appreciation begins.
The JMU theatre and d;
department in collaboration witl
music department is paying tribi
the American working class Tue
at Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre ii
musical adaptation of Studs Tei
book, "Working."
With characters ranging 1
newspaper boys to corpc
executives, the production cle^

The Man from Upstairs' offers
The answer to Ellen Collin's problems and the
fulfillment of her fantasies are in her son's
apartment. The answer's name is Harry.
The Man from Upstairs," opening tonight in Theatre
II, is a thought-provoking play about a woman so
lonesome that she falls in love with the neighbor who
conies to borrow her mop.
The main character, Ellen, lives in her son's apartment
in Greenwich, and fears New York so much she never
goes outside or even opens the window.
On the outside, Ellen, played by theatre instructor Gail
Purvis, is a middle-aged woman unable to deal with her
failures and financial problems. Inside, she uses her
unrealistic view of the world as a way of defending
herself from reality. Purvis really stands out in this
dynamic role and wonderfully executes the transitions
from fantasy to reality.
Ellen becomes so involved with watching soap operas,
she speaks to the television characters as if they can hear
her. Giles, her bird, is the trusted friend to whom she tells
all of her secrets. And she uses astrology to guide her—
all the while dreaming that her life could be like the soap
operas.
Although the parts of Ellen and her son, Richard, are
well-cast, other casting decisions seem less appropriate.
Harry and Richard's soon-to-be ex-wife, Karen, look too

young to be anything
but college kids.
Although Richard,
played by freshman
James Pinkowski, has a
master's, he can't hold a
job and instead wastes
money on lottery
tickets,
mail-in
sweepstakes
and
business ventures that
never work. Each time
he tells himself he'll
get rich. Sporting a
ponytail and an attitude,
Pinkowski, portrays a
good-for-nothing son
well
Enter Harry, the man
from upstairs, the first
stranger Ellen has seen since she locked herself into this
fantasy world. Harry's only mission is to borrow a mop,
but when Ellen makes him into a white knight who has
come to her rescue, he is happy to play the part
Ellen's friendship with Harry is perfect, because she
wants it to be. Sharing childhood memories and an

young, vibn
a little you
somehow pi
As the oi

young man
city apartm
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develops the theme that no matter
what a person's job, they yearn for
appreciation and recognition.
Throughout the musical, the stone
mason, played by sophomore Toby
Billowitz, is the only worker who is
satisfied with his job. He reveals his
secret through a monologue. He is
happy with his work because his
creations will still stand even after he

dies.
Although the musical was based on
a book, it lacks a narrative thread to
carry the action forward. But director
Tom Arthur, head of the theatre
department, achieved unity to the
production by incorporating smooth
transitions from one scene to another.
A housewife and a hooker — the
two occupations are linked together
in "Working." A housewife says
she's following in the footsteps of
her mother. As she walks away, a
hooker comes forward. She doesn't
want to be a housewife like her
mother. This kind of transition helps
the audience find a common thread.
Representing many fields of work,
each actor plays more than one role.
But the performers skillfully provide
the different characters with unique
charisma and personality.
Arthur avoided stereotypical
casting. He has females doing
"typical male" jobs, such as trucking
and mill work.
In the solo song of the mill worker,
played by senior Ginger Beatty, she
solemnly sings of having to provide

for her three young children by
herself, since her husband left her.
The beautiful music and singing
evoke sympathy for the character.
Sophomore Mark Miller especially
moves audiences with his strong
voice and expressive facial gestures.
Overall, the worker's genuine
monologues make them appealing.
The construction of the stage — the
network of ladders and steps, the
protrusion into the audience's space
— enhances communication between
the characters and the audience.
"Working," with its realistic
portrayal of the American work
ethic, provides viewers with a
different perspective about cleaning
women, teachers, waitresses and
factory workers.
Like the stone mason the actors
also show leave their mark on the the
audience's perception of workingclass America.

Review

"Working" will run at 8 p.m.
Thursday through Saturday and 2
p.m Sunday in Latimer-Shaeffer
Theatre.

\: grim interpretation of life
interest in art,
they become fast
friends, and he
even convinces
her to leave the
safety of her son's
apartment to visit
the gallery where
he works.
Of course, Harry,
played
by
sophomore David
Frye, has his own
fantasies about
Ellen. He paints a
portrait of her, not
as the middleaged woman she
\*
is,
instead
conjuring up a
vibrant woman he wants her to be. Frye, although
young, executes his part with conviction and
i w pulls off this difficult role.
te only set, Richard's place is the stereotypical
man's small, barely furnished and rarely cleaned
utment The set fits the play well — with scant

s^

jf

props, the cast is thrust into the forefront, allowing the
personalities of the characters to become the center of
attention.
The play is a reflective look at the way people go
through their lives, always hoping for an elixir to cure
what ails them.
The most hopeful interaction in the play is between
Ellen and her daughter-in-law Karen, played by
sophomore Sarah Baker. The older, dependent woman
contrasts sharply with the more modem working woman,
and the two collide.
Ellen, financially destroyed by her late husband, still
hopes for another man to save her. Karen, fighting her
way to success, has been divorced twice and gains
independence without any help.
The only thing Ellen has in common with Karen is
Richard, who Karen divorces. But when Ellen's life
comes crashing down around her, Karen is there to pick
her up, dust her off and help her to gain a little bit of her
own independence.
"The Man from Upstairs" presents a grim, critical look
at society's tendency for denial, while presenting a (Above) Ellen, played by Gail Purvis, talks to her
suspenseful, dramatic interpretation of everyday life.
pet macaw Giles during the play The Man from
Upstairs.'

"The Man from Upstairs' will run through Monday at (Left) Purvis and James PInkowsJd star in the latest
8 pjn. in Theatre II.
Theatre II production.
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KAPLAN is offering you a

SPRING BREAK!
TaJce
$50.00
off
Our LSAT Prep Course for the
June Exam. Class begins March
29th, 1993 on JMU campus.
Call
1-800-]

KAPLAN
f^rapflii must b« pmeniod ot mentioned MtiawofmmfamtMtim»ym*\»oonbint4 with toy ottm

E^pinryZjyy?

In Need of Cash? Experience?
The Breeze is now hiring:

Account Executives
I ■

Responsibilities:
Contacting local businesses to acquire
accounts for advertising within the
Breeze. You will work as a liaison
between your clients and your ad
designer.

S8S 433-3776
zSSnm

425 N M in

-

Pull*

a

St.

•***
You'll value these Savings
on our Meals!

Ad Designers
Responsibilities:
Designing ads for local businesses to be
published in the Breeze twice per week.
You will work with your account executive
to give the client the desired results.
I

+ tax
(each pizza) | I
One large pizza with
UNUMm^TOPPLNGS,.. ( I
ChOOSe all yOUrJ(U'Olites\

,
Any large
one item pizza
(2nd pizza only $5)

, |one coupon per order. Limited deliver)

Ad Design Manager
Responsibilities:
Supervises the production of all
advertisements for paper. Budgets the
amount of space needed, regulates
deadlines, proofreads advertisements and
prepares layouts.

+ tax
Any largetwo item pizza
(2nd pizza only $5)

Any two big 12 subs
and two 16 oz. drinks

On. eoupon per order. Limiuddel

Send Cover Letter • Resumes • Clips to:
Lisa Duffy
Executive Business Manager
Deadline: March 1, 1993
The Breeze
5:00 p.m.
Anthony Seeger Hall

OPEN TO ALL MAJORS

Two large
one item
pizzas

'■
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Swiss group shares cultural dances with JMU
by Sara Hammel
senior writer
Dance might be an international
language, but its dialects can
vary according to culture.
Adliswilcr Stubemusig, an eightmember dance and music group,
visited Harrisonburg this week to share
Swiss folk dance with area schools,
including JMU, Mary Baldwin College
and two elementary schools in
Augusta County.
"In Switzerland families dance, and
it is a very important part of their
culture,'' said Linda Holman, business
manager for the department of theatre
and dance. She said she hopes JMU
students will be able "to understand
the importance of folk dance and
traditions that have been continued" in
Switzerland.
The Swiss group attended
ballroom dance classes Monday,
and Christian Shmid, Adliswiler
Stubemusig member, said it was
interesting to teach JMU students.
"I think it was a mix of
professionals and people in for fun,'*
Shmid said.
Dr. Earlynn Miller, a dance
professor who instructed the class, said
she hoped students would get "an
understanding of Swiss culture
through Swiss dance and folklore"

to dance. And we've tried to give
students an idea of how it is in
Switzerland to dance.
"The manner of how you dance the
waltz is different in different regions
of Switzerland," Shmid said.
The
group
arrived
in
Harrisonburg Sunday, but not
for its first visit to the United
States. Miller asked the group to come
back and spend time at JMU. She had
heard of the group through a friend
from the New England area.
"She wrote to us to see if we
wouldn't come once more to the
states," Shmid said.
"We love the region," he said. "It
looks quite similar to our area around
Zurich."
Senior Jayne Forrar said she liked
having the folk group visit her
class.
"Everyone seemed to enjoy it. I
noticed people went up and thanked
them after class."
She said people in the ballroom
dance class seemed to appreciate
having live music to dance.
"We learned two new Swiss dances,
and they helped us add Swiss touches
to dances we learned last week,"
Forrar said.
PHOTOS BY MICHELE LUM/THE BREEZE
Adliswiler Stubemusig will be
Heidi Shmid (right) does a Swiss folk dance with Dr. Earlynn leaving Friday afternoon to return to
Zurich.
Miller during a ballroom dance class.

from the visit.
Other highlights of their JMU visit
included giving lectures and hosting a
folk dance.

Shmid said the students were
attentive and fun to work with. "They
seemed interested and eager to learn.
"Each country has its own manner

Tonile in Gibbons; I !*■ II:
Spring Break Training!
COME TO THE

HOURS:

BARFOOD • BAR ACTION
BEACH Music • 25* BEER*
MALE / FEMALE BEACHWEAR
CONTEST PLUS THREE OTHER
COLLEGE BAR CONTESTS
$50 FLEX PRIZES FOR EACH CONTEST
OTHER PRIZES GALORE
LAUGHS! CHILLS! SPILLS!

IT WILL BE A GREAT THREE HOURSl
^ofo* Y'ALL COME

s^^To^'

:

ee*c******

GIBBONS DINING HALL
4 - 8 PM FEB. 25
■ NON ALJOOMOUC BRANDS

Frf. * S*.
11AM - 340*M
Sunday ■ "■ UAM-:W#Q*M

ServittgJMU

A 3 VbA pM

702 & Market St.

HV^rf

learner:<tfpt4: tummce H4.

ft£M

(433-7272)

*

Papa John's -Serving the perfect pizza
after the perfect game.
One 14" Large! "Family special"

OneTopping

Him
Additional Toppings 95«
Not valid w/ any otto coupon

Two Toppings ; $Zg?™™
i $1^26
Additional Toppings 95*
Not valid w/ any otter coupon

Additional Toppngs 95«
Na valid w/ any olhor coupon

VWM
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Solution. Irom your Applo Campus Mo ••»•*:
a full Macintosh lino lor all your na»d».

You're not the only
onewhos carryingabtof
units this semester
Itrnevqfle
MuanktbQJcraasmc

TttnmQflt
HaankaCmln6IO

Right now, your Apple Campus Reseller has themost affordable new
lirieoffuU-featured Macintosh
Color Classic-- a solid performer at a remarkable price. The Macintosh
LC III, which runs 50% faster than its top-selling predecessor, the LCII. And,

Itenewffle
MacmttbbCUI

for even more power, the Macintosh Centre" 610. See these new computers
today at your Apple Campus Reseller. Whereyoull get special student pricing,
aswdlasserviceduruTgcc4iege:Andex|)er^
TriepcNwsrrrOreoollegestodentsctoosfc
V.

For further information visit
JMU Bookstore
Warren Campus Center • 568-3989
■ iM*naua«atf«a«f a?ft rtsjiliar (k*n^KWMa*taH*k«*QMf*i
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Roney holds
the nation's
fastest time
Senior Jerry Roney tied the fastest
time in the nation and set a JMU
school record in the 55-meter hurdles
with a time of 7.13 seconds at the
Collegiate Invitational Feb. 20 at
George Mason.
"I didn't really think about running
a specific time or breaking a specific
record," Roney said. "Coach [Bill
Walton] said that I was relaxed and
ran my race."
Roney, who narrowly missed
making the Olympic team last year,
will compete in the USA Track and
Field Meet this weekend. The meet,
which showcases America's most elite
athletes, will be held in New York
City at Madison Square Garden.
Joining Roney, will be sophomore
Tiombe Hurd, who finished second in
the triple jump at the Collegiate
Invitational. Ha jump of 41 feet, 8 3/4
inches broke her own school record of
40 feet 11 inches that she set earlier
this year.
"It's very exciting getting to go to
New York and Madison Square
Garden," Hurd said. "It will be fun to
see who my competition is. I want to
see if I can break my school record
again. Hopefully I'll do that and place
weU."
Roney and Hurd will both likely be
participating in the NCAA
Championships in Indianapolis March
12-13.

—Kevin Finch

Dukes roll on past American
by Ian Record

MIKE HEFFNER/THE BREEZE

Senior center Jeff Chambers had six blocks last night.

Dukes drop opener 10-8 to GW
Four JMU pitchers can't find the answer, give up 10 earned runs
contributing writer

Freshman Joe Mgman gets back safely.

American (67)
PIIBI

by Mike Wissot

RYAN KETCH UWTHE BREEZE

senior writer
The much-awaited battle between
the conference's top two players was
overshadowed by a parade of fouls,
but JMU easily won the scoreboard
war, silencing American University
90-67 last night at the Convo.
The victory upped the Dukes'
record to 18-7, 10-3 in the CAA. A
JMU win in the team's final
conference game against George
Mason Saturday night would secure
the regular-season CAA title and a
number one seed in the CAA
tournament.
"We started out a bit tight but we
got out after them in the second half
and played extremely well,*' JMU
head coach Lefty Driesell said. "It was
a big win for us."
The game's sideshow between
JMU senior swingman William Davis
and American's senior guard Brian
Gilgeous — the front runners for
CAA playcr-of-thc-ycar honors —
was sidetracked as the two combined
for only 23 points.
The game was marred by
questionable officiating, which
prevented either team from gaining
clear momentum until the Dukes put
the game away midway through the
second half. A total of 48 fouls were
whistled in the game.
"The referees called a tight game
but we just rolled with the punches,"
senior Bryan Edwards said. "We got
our intensity up in the second half."
JMU's defense suffocated the
Eagles' offense, holding them to a
dismal 30 percent shooting mark from
the floor in the first half for a 39-32
lead. American shot.a paltry 32.4
percent for the game.

The JMU baseball team blew an 8-4 lead and lost their
season opener to the George Washington Colonials 10-8
yesterday.
GWU scored two runs in the sixth inning and four
runs in the seventh to upend the Dukes on a frigid Long
Field.
"We didn't get quite the performance that we've got to
have," head coach Ray Heatwole said. "We needed to
make a couple of pitches and we didn't make them."
The Dukes allowed 10 earned runs in seven innings of
pitching. The JMU offense hit well, scoring their eight
runs on 10 solid hits, but it wasn't enough to bring them
a victory.
"It's lough when you score eight runs and you don't
win,'' said sophomore first baseman Kevin Nehring, who
drove in two runs and scored twice.
The Dukes struck first in the opening frame when
junior second baseman Jeff Kaufman tripled and scored
on an RBI groundout by Nehring. JMU tipped its lead to
2-0 when Nehring scored on an error by GWU's third
baseman Scon Sharp.
Senior pitcher Rick Croushore breezed through the
DUKES page 23
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Come out and see the band everyone is
talking about.

2061 Evelyn ~$jfrdAW

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CALL THE
OFFICE OF STUDENT ASSESSMENT AT X6706.

433-5Mm :

.1)1

Every 22
minutes,
someone dies in
an
alcohol-related
automobile
accident. Don't
let it be you.
Don't let it be
your friend.

Friends don't let
friends drive
drunk.

Stephanie Robbins
Eryc Jeans
Bryan Pigott
Amit Desai
Tia Brown
Tammi Bird
Beth Gain
Kesha Garrett
Victoria Thompson
Leigha Bryan
Margaret Mayall
Jennifer Stockton
Chris Williams
Tracie M. Manning
Jennifer Davis
Elyse Schechter
Lori Salins
Kurt Mattson
Marni O'Connell
Tanya Llewellyn
Christi Ray
Matt Chang
Hilary Hughes
Lan-Dung T. Hong
Charles Jones
Erika Phoebus
Lori Go Hay an
Kristie Kimsay
Ann Marie Coe
Paula Pasicznyk
Brian Crewe
Yolanda Gray
Yolanda Hawkes
Shonda Elder
Maggy Cronin
Courtney Coleman
Michael Booker
Shante Parker
Gene Chianelli
Cheryl Trent
Kimberley Joyner
Gregory Coldren
John Rodal
Judy Melincoff
Tori Reinhold
Tim Weidner
Rich Flinchbaugh
Tina Moore
Kemper McCauley
Kristen Schaper
Laura Quinn
Michael Harris
Andrew Piper
Craig Dubois
John Yim
Hal Huser
Kim Kittrell
Bob Barton
Carrie Moon
Megan Ibach
Cherri Hess
Chad Dunhan
Matthew Moore

Cynthia Pendleton
Emily Olasch
Craig Swanson
Andrew Larson
Kerry Lamberson
Keith Vincent
Heather Baker
Leslie Hawksworth
Greg Cowart
David Marshman
Jeri Condie
Kenda Goldberg
Kathy Caterson
Crystal Allen
Mike Carlson
Laura Hulsey
Kristin Holmguist
Scott Mell
Melissa Dodson
Kristy Orringer
Elena Durso
Megan McAveney
Shauna Miller
Megan Carrigan
Erica Bates
Jassen Bury
Todd Lowman
Toby Smith
Michele Parks
Todd Boss
Kenneth Spencer
Dan Ciatti
James Davis
Laurice Penn
Jin-Hee Kim
Susan Elmore
Coletta Roalf
Tina Salehi
Rosalyn Pitts
Tina Wade
Terri Houston
Jenny Crawford
Bonnie Gifford
Sam Somers
Randi Gische
Deborah Thrift
Richard Strahley
Sarah Londeree
Jennifer Lunsford
Anna Spangler .
Chad Smith
Jason Sterling
Allison Lucente
Kathy Meiser
Constance Kimmitz
Patrick O'Conner
Vince Centofonti
Claire Pedigo
Rich Spencer
Anna Ramos
Jennifer Gillespie
Heather Pruitt
Kimberly Donnelly

Dan Stanton
Amy L. Gibson
Clinton Curtis
Jeffrey Ridgway
Tim Cooke
Bertram Stiff
Diane Neiss
Erin Henrickson
Ashley Warren
Amy Shellenberger
Lauren Maimone
Jennifer Rota
Logan Ellington
Aisha Williams
Shannon Vassar
Daniel Kirkley
R. Michael Bollar
Carlton Stevens'
Todd O'Hare
Kristen Smola
Jennifer Slevin
Sarah Keeton
Janet Dillon
Steve R. Smith
Kimberly Williams
Calista Moore
Cherie McClellan
Leah Michaels
Marci Target
Eric J Longo
Gayle Cohen
Misty Watrous
Tara Johnson
Anitra Archer
David Matthews
Mark Rowan
Donna Moore
Michele Davide
Shelby Brown
Tosha Robinson
Carla Foster
Jennifer Tweel
Brian Kieran
Debra Gililland
Karen Gelfond
Christopher Smith
Lisa-Page Vincent
Kirsta Rauch
Wendi Woods
Will Bowles
Kira Lucero
Karen Flannery
Sandra Young
Sonja Harrison ,
Kevin King
Suzanne Piotrowski
Ryan Zimmerman
Heather Colbert
Brendan Garrett
Jim Acosta
Travis Bradshaw
Katharine Kramer
Elizabeth Cordes

Leigh Anne Bailey
Heather Orwig
Deanna Olech
Susan Walker
C.J. Goeller
Laura Meadows
Chris Sikes
Brian Hall
Carolyn Bean
Jennifer Hall
Jason Hartzog
Christina Walsh
Jack Justys
Chris Folk
Erick Wenk
Jennifer Gracyalny
Stephanie Day
Margaret Coughenour
Tara Waterman
Adora William
Clay Robblee
Betsy Wherly
Cheryl Icenhour
Theresa Dino
Beverly Sweet
Adair Wyne
Leslie Godby
Cynthia Pavicic
Shelley Oliver
Heidi Knapp
Duane Bayly
James Hannom
Jody Craybas
Scott Nelson
Scott Leipzig
Lisa Errico
Mike Malpede
Melissa Schultz
Jennifer May
Nicole Dobson
Jennifer Owen
Mary O'Shaughnessy
Dawn Whitebread
Trisha Kissane
Chris Kolar
Lisa Farrar
Brian Belforte
Renee Goff
Diane Beury
Melissa Roish
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'Where high school stars shine again'
by Rob Kaiser
senior writer
It's halftone on court two.
Nine of the players strut, stroll or
drag themselves over to the row of
fold-out chairs which make up the
teams'benches.
One player, senior Joe Draetta,
collapses beside the bleachers at the
far end of the court A teammate goes
over to him.
"We're gonna win this game!" he
says.
"What are we down by?" Joe asks.
Twelve."
It's Tuesday night — the second
evening of the intramural basketball
playoffs. Sixteen first-round games
are scheduled, but the tension is low
in Godwin Hall.
Joe's team only has four players.
Their offense consists mainly of threepointers, some from NBA range, and
random, hard drives to the basket.
Two or three players usually make it
back on defense.
A few minutes into the second half,
Joe hustles to fill a hole on defense.
He is called for a foul.
"Oh, you've got to be kidding me,"
he says, smacking both his hands on
the floor.
The other team is now scoring
steadily. The prediction by Joe's
teammate looks pretty bleak.
But suddenly Joe comes to life. He
drains a three-pointer. The next trip
down the court he picks up his
dribble, swings the ball around his
back and scoops it into the hoop. His
team calls a timeout.
"My stomach is killing me," Joe
complains.
Joe's only basketball claim to fame
is that he used to play with Duke star
Grant Hill. His personal court
achievements are not as impressive.
That's where this game comes in.
Intramurals is where high school
stars shine again. Others play for the
fun of it — their first experience with
any type of organized basketball. Still
others dream they will be spotted by a
Dukes' assistant coach, given a tryout, selected for the varsity squad and
score the game winning basket against
George Mason on Saturday.
But reality can be cruel.
Joe dumps a perfect pass over a
defender to a very open, but even
more surprised teammate in the paint.
"That [pass! was beautiful," Joe
says immodestly after the ball bounces
out of bounds.
The game continues downhill for
Joe's team. As tone mercifully expires
a player on the other team launches a
shot 10 feet behind half court, it nails
the middle of the box on the
backboard and swishes. Final score:
6640.
Joe's team has been squeezed out
of the playoff brackets. From 142
Monday night, the number of teams
still alive is steadily dwindling.
There are three groups — men's A,
men's B, and women's divisions.
Joe's team was in men's B.
Now, however, nobody can find
Joe. A teammate says he's "probably
in a coma!" He finally appears after a
few minutes.

JOSH SEELY/THE BREEZE

Freshman Gwen Stoltzfus laughs during a timeout Tuesday night.
"I'm hurtin' man," Joe says with a
pained grin. "I just hope I can have
kids. I have the worst cramp I've ever
had in my life. I can hardly breath."
"I'm supposed to go bowling
tonight too."
The game on court four has a lot
more action. Good passing. Good shot
selection. Freshman Gwen Stoltzfus
drives the lane, flipping a behind-theback pass to her teammate.
But no matter if it's fast-paced or
slow, men's or women's, one part of

this game is similar — the referees are
still hearing it.
"I see footprints on her back," a
grinning guy yells out from the bench
after a player falls.
Gwen, who is wearing size four and
a half Nike hightops, ignores the shoe
talk. She is more concerned with the
game at hand and glances toward the
people sitting on her bench with a
questioning look on her face.
"You just do what you're doing,"
one of them instructs her.

She follows orders. Getting the ball
near the baseline she stops, spins past
a defender in the paint and passes to
an open teammate on the three-point
arc.
Running back on defense the
familiar grin returns to Gwen's face.
The other three games which were
scheduled for this time slot have all
been forfeited. Some of the teams
stick around and play against whoever
they can find, including some students
who were scheduled to referee.
The games are laid back. This will
soon change, however. As the number
of teams in contention to win the
division are whittled down, more
game faces will appear around
Godwin.
Suddenly, Gwen's game gets
serious. She collides with two other
players. While the other two pick
themselves up, Gwen remains on the
floor. Immediately, there are people
all around her. Sophomore Steve
Smith, an intramural supervisor, is
holding her hand. Two of her
teammates sit beside her.
Helping Gwen to the sideline, they
set her up in two chairs and put a bag
of ice on her right knee. Another
intramural supervisor fills out an
accident report. "We'll give you a
strain," he says, checking the
appropriate box.
Gwen's team was up by two, but
has fallen back since she left and they
only have four players.
"If we can't win it, it's not you're
fault," a teammate assures Gwen
during a timeout. "[But] there is still
time left."
The teammate then nails a threepointer, bringing her team within a
point, 30-29. But that's as close as
they get.
After the game, a player who was
in the collision with Gwen apologizes
to her. Gwen says she is alright, gets
up and limps around to shake hands
with the players from the other team.
As with all the games, the winners
will return to action within a week.
The losers will have to wait for next
year's tournament.
Joe and Gwen will just be happy to
make it home.

Rec Report
• The Godwin Wellness Center presents "Love on the
Rocks," a discussion on safe decision making and
common misperceptions about drinking and sex,
Thursday at 8 p.m. in Godwin Hall, room 205.
• The Wellness Center's new hours are: Mondays and
Wednesdays 6 ajn.-ll pjn.; Tuesdays and Thursdays 7
a.m.-l 1 p.m.; Saturdays 12-6 p.m.; and Sundays 1-9 p.m.
• There will be a mandatory intramural soccer official's
clinic Thursday at 4:30 p.m. in Godwin Hall, room 338.
• Anyone interested in going skydiving with the Outing
Club this weekend should contact Beth Gormar at x4024.
• The men's volleyball club plays Mary Washington at
home Saturday at 1 p.m. in the Godwin Hall Gym. Friday
they travel to Lexington to participate in the Washington
and Lee Tournament with Virginia Military The Club

lost to Loyola 15-7,15-7,15-11 Feb. 20.
• The men's rugby club tost to North Carolina 16-15 Friday.
The men play VMI at home Saturday at 1 p.m. on the
Convocation Center Field.
• The lacrosse club has its first match of the year Saturday at
2 p.m. at Godwin Field against Liberty. The club travels to
Lexington on Sunday to take on Washington and Lee.
• The coed water polo club travels to Virginia Beach for a
weekend tournament.
• The women's rugby club's match against Virginia Tech
Saturday was canceled due to snow. But the Ruggers travel to
Charlottesville Sunday to take on Virginia.
• The women's softball club travels to George Mason Sunday
for their first game of the year.
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Activist speaks on opportunities in sports
by Alison Boyce
staff writer
By the time she was four. Dr. Donna Lopiano
knew what she wanted to be when she grew up — a
pitcher for the New York Yankees.
She soon learned that women didn't have the
same opportunities in sports that men had. Tuesday
night in Anthony-Sceger Hall Auditorium, Lopiano
spoke about her experiences.
Participation by women in sports "drops off by 75
percent by the time they're 14," Lopiano said. "And
you know why? They're not supported. We are
almost blase' about women's participation. We don't
deal with it negatively, but we also don't deal with it
positively."
Lopiano is the executive director of the Women's
Sport Foundation. Previously she served as the
director of women's athletics at the University of
Texas at Austin.
She also works as an adviser for the NCAA
Gender Equity Task Force, which studies the status
of women's athletics on college campuses.
"When it comes to 'Is there equal opportunity in
sport?' the answer is 'no'," Lopiano said.
Lopiano listed figures about the amount of money
devoted to women's intercollegiate athletics. She
said that less than 24 percent of athletic budgets arc
devoted to uniforms and supplies. Less than 18
percent of the money goes towards recruiting.
Women only get about 33 percent of the money
allotted for scholarships.
In fact, she said, national figures show male
athletes receive SI79 million more per year than
women in scholarship money.
Tide IX of the federal Education Amendment of
1975 says secondary institutions receiving federal
funding can't discriminate when providing for men's
and women's sports.

Lopiano said this has caused a division between
women's activists and football coaches, who believe
Title IX hurts their programs because football has no
female equivalent.
"We have this area of a male privilege that is
somehow irreparably damaged by women wanting to
share in sports," Lopiano said.
"And the reaction of the football coach is nothing
more than the reaction of the poor boy, because the
values that have to prevail in that system are values
of sharing, values of equal opportunity."
Lopiano did not offer a solution to the problem,
but said a solution starts within the family. She said
fathers are now realizing that their daughters should
have the same equal opportunity under the law as
their sons, and are working to achieve this equity.
Lopiano stressed the importantance of achieving
this equity with a story about a little boy who
regularly went to University of Texas women's
basketball games.
"He saw women competently performing in an
activity he respected," she said. "And in turn, he
respected women. I used to think only little girls
should go to those games — I wanted them to see
role models. And now, it's just as important for little
boys to go."
JMU women's basketball coach Shelia Moorman
attended Lopiano's lecture.
"I think her message was timely," Moorman said.
"Having come through the same sort of era she did
as a female athlete, you recognize we've made
strides, but we've sort of hit a sticking point.
"You're anxious for things to again step forward."
The NCAA gender equity task force is scheduled
to present its recommendations to the NCAA at the
January 1994 NCAA Convention.
At the 1993 convention held last month, the
committee was deadlocked on defining its mission
and on defining what "equity" really means.

CHRIS PODESCHI/THE BREEZE

Dr. Donna Lopiano spoke about women's
opportunities in college athletics.

\

Js Don't Miss
4pLX> Our Exit!

For students who don't have time to wait
around, the RMH Emergency Department
has a track for you!

6, 9 & 12 Month Leases Available*
• Full Size Washer & Dryer
1,2 & 3 Bedrooms
Townhouse's or Gardens • Remodeled Kitchen
Pool & Tennis Court
• City Bus Service to JMU
• Furnished Apartments
Wall-to-Wall Carpet
Ceiling Fans
• New Lower Rates
Mini Blinds
• Student Individual Leases
Small Pets Welcome*
• 24-Hour Maintenance
• On Site Management

Fast Track patients will be treated for minor
illnesses and injuries in an hour or less.
During peak hours, a medical team is devoted
exclusively to treating minor emergencies.
And best of all, the quality of care is never
compromised. The Rockingham Memorial
Hospital Emergency Department is the only
emergency service with the staff and facilities
to treat ALL emergencies.

SQUIRE HILL

Mon.-Fri. 10-5:30
Sat. & Sun. 10-5
■ Some restrictions apply
OuDnouse Devon Lane • Hamsonburg. VA 22801
D'rect-ons Acoss the Highway ,rom JMU Campus 1-81 Ex* 2<15 East on Port
PeObOi c Roao to too of hill right on Devon Lane to Rental Office

434-2220

RMH Emergency Department
A SERVICE OF ROCKINGHAM MEMORIAL HOSPITAL

X

235 Cantrell Avenue, Harrisonburg • 433-4393
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Baseball
CONTINUED from page 19

first four innings, allowing only one
baserunner. But GWU began their
comeback in the fifth inning when
senior catcher Will Ferguson led off
with a home run, cutting the Dukes'
lead to one.
Senior centerfielder L.J. Alcfantis
knocked in two more runs with a
bases-loaded single that put the
Colonials up 3-2.
Senior Kevin Woody then replaced
Croushore, but GWU continued where
they left off, as junior designated
hitter Greg Palton belted a double,
driving in another run to expand their
lead to 4-2.
In the bottom of the fifth, the Dukes
responded with a six-run sluggfest.
After the first two JMU batters
reached first base, senior shortstop
Rob Mummau hit a screaming line
drive double to left-center.
After a dispute between Hcatwolc
and the field umpire, JMU surprised
everyone in the stadium when
Kaufman laid down a suicide squeeze
bunt, scoring freshman third baseman
Jay Johnson.
Nehring then stepped up to the
plate and laid down another bunt,
scoring Mummau from third.
"I was caught offguard myself
when I got the sign" said Nehring,
who bats third in the Dukes' lineup.
"Anytime you call two suicide
squeezes in a row, you're going to
surprise any team."
Nehring scored after an infield

single by sophomore rightlicldcr Chad
Ginder.
Junior catcher Jason Troilo crushed
a two-run homer to left and lifted the
Dukes to a comfortable 8-4 lead.
"I was just trying to hit the ball
hard," Troilo said. 'That really picked
me and everybody else up."
After Woody gave up two more
runs in the sixth, the Dukes handed
the ball over to freshman pitcher
Casey Brookcns to possibly finish the
ballgamc.
But Brookcns would wind up the
losing pitcher, allowing three doubles
and four runs in the game. "Casey got
a couple of tough calls from the
umpire," Nehring said. "When you're
young and don't get the calls from the
umpire, it forces you to throw the ball
right down the plate ... and hitters arc
going to hit that."
JMU was held scoreless in six,
seventh and eighth inning. The game
was called in the eight, due to
darkness and cold weather.
The Dukes will play a doublchcader
at home against Buckncll this
Saturday and Sunday at 1 p.m.
After that, the Dukes go on the road
for an 11-game swing before reluming
home March 16 against Virginia Tech.
JMU is coming off a 26-24
campaign in which they finished
fourth in the Colonial Athletic
Association with an 8-9 mark.
George Mason, Richmond and Old
Dominion all finished ahead of the
Dukes in the CAA last season.

RYAN KETCHUM/THE BREEZE

GW's Will Ferguson celebrates after tagging JMU with a homer.

jjfltltai gJdrtil

2 Large
2 Topping
/:>•',::• \

+tax
Additional Toppings 93«
Not valid w/ any other coupon

Large Cheese; jrar9,e„

Pizza

i *®BM
Piwa

$cm i $995
+j +tax

Additional Toppings 93«
Not valid w/ any other coupon

•

,
,

S +tax

Additional Tappings 93<
Not valid w/ any other coupon

Satisfy your "suite" tooth! You can reserve suites on
campus for the 93-94 school year. You can have the best
of both worlds - living with a group of your closest
friends and On-Campus service and convenience.
Reservation details will be included in your Spring
Housing Information Packet, mailed to you in March.

JMU Residence Halls

Where the Living is Easy!

mmmmmm
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Pano's Restaurant at the
Belle Meade Motel
• Wed. & Thar, age IS and up
• Fri. & Sat. age x\ and up

February

Where
Music is

S-6
12-13
19-XO
26-37

?*

Southern Rock with Thunder Road Every Wed.
8 pm -Midnight
Klckn' Country Karoko Every Thur.
8 pm .Midnight
Kickin' Country FrL f> Sat.
9:30 pm - 130 am

UNIVERSITY RHO

RESERVE

Black Cat Road
Delmas Dean & EchoStar
Burning Heat
Southern Sky

Drew Cad*

Required

Can

March
CTB Chinese Texas Bar-b-que
Witness
Delmas Dean & EchoStar
Black Cat Road

S-©
1Z-I3
19-XO
26-Z7

OFFICERS'

TRAINING

43443*7
for mere
information

CORPS

Fratarnlty Itama
Balfour Jawalry
Shlrta

Qlmaawmrm
Scraan Printing
Cuatom Party Itama
Unlveralty Mai, Upper Levelf
10631 BreddockRoad
Fairfax, VA 22032
(703) 278-8202
Mon-Frl 10-7 Sat 10-51

Since W90

IMYUhH
C\o$e

Sole
WAS

Elevation 150 S299
Elevation 200 $399
Elevation 300 $449
Elevation 1000 S"

S

pRICE

S199
S279
'
499

SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE ON
If you didn't sign up for ROTC as a freshman or sophomore, you can still catch
up to your classmates by attending
Army ROTC Camp Challenge, a
paid six-week summer course in
leadership training.

SERVICE
SPECIAL
$22^0

REG. $35
(DOESNOTINOLUDE PARTS)

By the time you have graduated from
college, you'll have the credentials of
an Army officer. You'll also have
the self-confidence and discipline
it takes to succeed in college ,
and beyond.

ARMYR0TC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

Cool Breeze
Cyclery &
Fitness

CONTACT: MAJOR JOHN BAYLESS
PHONE: 703 - 568 - 3633

IfifJO I-: MARKK1
,

WAY TO THE TOP.
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Humor
THE FAR SVOE/Gary Larson

CALVIN & HOBBES/BMWatterson
MM wow
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DONT BE.

y

FINE, Dow
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WRING
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ME M«VIERS.

S

FORGET
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ASKED' i 1 ti, * BOOGER
OOHT EVEW PM&MNi
CMC! /SrV
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"

THE TRvJTM.'

1CU&. SWUNG IT VtoJlD K
A GKEKT
* GREKY
SURPRISE
SURPRISE
FORMS IF
FOR TUG
IOUTJ JUST
CLASS.'
SET TfcWOW

"Look, if it was electric, could I do this?

How attack-wiener dogs are trained

OUTER BOUNDS/C J. Grebb
YOVRC TfcUJr* HE THAT PWflI|
ARK BllWfr £AT«M OoT TWfRf
I IM. SPACBt'. THAT'S «Ck!
rWT ?EOPtE,
3g>T HUMAMSf

\
\

0£»DE$,*ti>U WOULDN'T Fl/SS
Ukff THIS IF Vbu K»W
WHO WE AT6{

1VAT WDOLDH'T
MAKE ANY—
LAVA***, /HH& ,
AND POLITICIAN!

|^

WELL, SHUCKS, THAT I 5
DIFFER6/JT.,.

'
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HORIZON SURE TAN & HAIR STYLING
For your convenience we have added a hair salon
and a full-time styifet
takes walk-ins, so...
Also, Get a hot took for Spring Break with a fresh tan!
Check out our latesf specials:
S/.95
S55&up
5 for S17 10 for $33

Haircuts-Students
Special Perms
Tanning Visits
1106 Reservoir Street
Harrisonburg

9am-6pm Mon-Fri
8am-3pm Sat

TRANSAMERICA MARKETING SERVICES, INC.
is looking for career minded individuals who
desire temporary employment in the area of
telephone marketing. Earn $6.00 per hour.
Paid training and gain valuable work experience.
Please contact Ms. Miller at 434-2311
Mon • Fri 8 AM to 6 PM.
E.O.E

THE NEW
University Place
H^.r.M

t?

". -c^A>"V-C.

V?.2$ I S?W

*^*.*»

Call 432-6541

\l&

Starring the city of

Harriaonbarf
701 B. Market St.
(corner of Old Furnace Bd.)
HOUKS:

:

433-PAPA

Mon.-Thursi 11AM - 1»30AM
Frf. - Sat.
11AM - 3:30AM '.
Sunday
11AM - 12:30AM

"Family Special"
1 • - -14" Works'
1 - 14" 2 Toppings

*132

AAtUCMlTflH*!.©*

433-7272

One 14" Large
Two Toppings

Two 14" Large
One Topping

$f88

$111

/ +;tax

Check Us Out!!

MmHne&tvVH ■:...

•Reasonable Rates
•Individual Leases
•3 & 4 Bedroom Units
•Microwave
•Washer & Dryer

"Easy access to JMU (bus service)
•Furnished or Unfurnished Units
• Dishwasher
"Free Water
"Ample Parking

THE BEST IN
STUDENT HOUSING!
Come by and see the changes at University Place'.

FILLINQ UP FAST!
Call Dorothy Ritchie or Jim Acord 432*6541
Commonwealth Realty 434-2977

.-' . -
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10 MINUTE WALK

TORRENT
SM duplci (CM be furnished) - August
lor Junt 1,1993 (48QMW. 434 2100

1M apt*. - Start ktasss swAsbkt. 4 bkxk*
on Dmchm« Court. Emotional value. Check
usout »315rmo. 434-2100

11 / add apac* - Country Club Court
toonhou**, 48fl, 2 1/2 bath., hi W/O. gas
hast. AC 3 loom. $9004050 Funkhomar I
.hs.5640807

Waif Trap Foundation Hoipltallty Summ*r position availabla al Wolf Trap.
Dutia* inchjda grocary shopping, arranging
food ft b*varag*s for parfonnam' maabi ft
dressing rooms No cooking invorvad. Must
b* 21 yaars or oktor. Cal (703) 255-1902 tor
ntoAntorviaw

nic* houses n*ar JMU & town. $180$235/mo., *tn*ni1i*l. 433-3025, «3784.
S?*ci«l d**lslc*rJr*plarr^ group* 5RM*.

Avesebt* naw - 2BR in 3BR townhous*
Gmat for Bfi I privaia bring room. $200 or
$1257175 IndividuaHy. DW, W/O. wait w
carnpu*. Cal Tricia or J*fl. 434-8009.

Earn up to $l0/hr - Am you torJung tor gram
houm? Gmat $? And a gmat (iparianca?
Oom took *ny furth»r Markat tor Fortun* 500
compartosl Call now, (800)950-1037, X17

Beautiful, nod*rn SIR - 2 1/2 bath
lownhou** Walling dstance to JMU. $500
rtrtAkpoait 4324513, anyom*.

PaiMina iwBtHi - Th* Btuwton* It now
hiring lor tha 1893-94 school y*ar tor th*
tokMng position*: Ecto-avCnM. Managing
Editor, Business Managor. Photography
Editor ft AttL Photo Editor Applications at
AS 217.

Townheuee . Fumi*h*d. tonal*. JMU, 3
block*: W/O. Avaiabt* Augutt, $150. 434
1040

am

Far rent - 4BR, 2 bath cenoe. Ltnrvenyty
Pises. W/O, ranga, DW, MW, rsfrigtrator.
Furni*h*d. availabla Aug. 1, 1983, Call
CO*»tt (703) 584-2277.
rttwUns Street - 4BR, 2 bath*, cot****
fumWwd. $196. anawr inducM. 4334022
University Plae* - 4BR, 2 betas, conpaMt/
lurnejhed. $195, rdvidual laaM. 4334122
Urdwn*yPb^-3BH,2balha,cornpl*iil»
fcrnmhtd $2054225. prisms bait IndMdusI
kMt*. warn MUM, W0, MW, bu* strides.
4334822
4 or SBfl townheus* - Unlversty Court, 3
1/2 baths, pool Fal-93. 433-2128
$M apt -Ha* pump. W/O, deck, quiet
neighborhood. Availabla May or Jun*.
$486*0.2894472
Nag* heed, HC - 2 relativery naw houses;
fully luml*h*d; W/O, 0W, camral A/C;
availabla May 1 through August 31; sleep*
7-$i50O/mo; tkMp* • (3 boor*) |190Omto.
(804)850-1532
2BH hsuss - llardweod floors. *cr**n*d
porch. WfO, DW. x3089 or 432-0449.

TSTTFKtmiSm
1 BEDROOM APT. $2S0/MO.
2 BEDROOM APT. 9350/MO.
3 BEDROOM APT. J375/MO.
4 BEDROOM APT. $000VMO.
(Sorry, all 4BR rented!)

IMS*.

Far sable**! - HR apt naar AnthonySa»gar ■ available May trough August. It •
fuby furnished. Inckjdts kachan, bring room,
batiroom. Cal Sarah lor detail, 432-0807.
1M tor rant bi 2M apt - Hunwr* Ridge.
Outst atmosphere M7F, $275 asm utiktias.
Contact Eric. M670.
3BR tawnhout* - Furrathad, short was. to
JMU. $150+/mo. 432-1967
Cimraen* summer sublet - 1.2.3BR.
FamakM preferred. Rant nagotiabb). 4337880

FOR SALE
4BR furnished eonda - Hunter's RMga.
ownar sacrlica. $66,900 4340172

Verve 1994 - DiaMl, aitcalkMit condition,
71,000, fmtm irsmtor. powar wirktowt/tocks,
cruia*, sunroof Atoiyt garaged, brown.
$8295. Pron* 833-2563 or X6796

ALL APT. NEAR CANTREU.
BRIOOE
ONE OF THE CLOSEST
COMPLEXES TO JMU
OWNER/MANAGERS
THE GOOD APARTMENTS GO
FIRST SO COME BY AND SEE US.

Coltege Station - 4 otria, yaarty
own*. CM 4344411.

1 1/20 R baaamant apt - Waking dstance
10 JMU. Privaia entrance $ driveway. Soma
utMkM includad. $275 r*nt/d*pont. 432M13. anytime.

1989 Suzuki Swift 0TI - Black, duafcam.
19*. 5 apd, 2 dr. 4 ssets Digital Kanwood
tap*, 39-35 mpg $3750robo. CM Jon. X5I18.

434-1847 or 434-3842

By

4BR haua* - With larga ktehan, 2 bath*.
Irving room, W/O, AC, lots ol parking. $600.
(703) 538-2773, Glana
Hug* IBR haua* with kitchen - Living
room, 2 bath*, W/O, DW, bug* baaamant 8
at*. $1080. (703) 538-2773. Gam
inaadtdK
sh»r* townhout* «rith tingl* pro(**»ion»l
(•mala. $200/mo. including ubktiet (except
phone). 433*315,1
4BR duptai - Ck)** to c»mpu». All
appkances $21 OMach. 433-1108.
3BR hou»* - Ctoee to c»mpu». August 1 July 31. $200*ach. 433-1108
2*3*We*neo»kxt^wholta1or*ku
at horn* Pool Jacuzzi. weight room t much
- 01811, Madbjin Manir, 432-1M0. Funkhou»*r

I

ON SOUTH MAIN ST.
1BRAPT.
&
4BRAPT.
434-3509

Wolf Trap Faundatlon drhrara - Summsr
position* tvaiaol* at Wot Trap. Must b* 18
yaw* or oktor ft hava a good driving racord.
Familiarity with DC/No Va./MD halpful.
Variaty of maponaUbtlaa. Cal (703) 2551902 tor ir*rt**rvl*w.

mnmpmwtn*kn.l*ktoiMmt ,
- RoosevM Souer* BR in
ra^apt^ayalatd*. 5640039

HELP WANTED
Greek* a Chiba - $1,909 an hour! Each
manbar of your fan sorority, warn, dub, *ic
pitches in juat on* hour ft your group can
raw* $1,000 in just a law d*y*l Plu* a chanea
to awn $1,000 for yoursalf I No cost. No
Obsgatm (800) 932-0528. «85
Outar Bank* largest watersports cantar
hiring
anthwiutic
parsons
far
uienpywindsurting instruction, powarboal ft
equpmont rantaht, ratal. Contact 81 Mass,
North Baach Sailing, Inc., Boa 8279, Duck,
NC 27849. (919)2914282
Alaaka *umm*r aniplayiMnt - ftthana*.
Earn $900*/ws*k In cannariM or
$4,000»/mo on fishing boat*. Fra*
tranaportationl Room ft boardl Ov*r 6.000
opaning*. No experience ntcsttsty. Matt or
famak). For *mptoym*nt program cal (209)
545-4155. XA6S25.
Camp Cswrsstors wantod - Magnificant
coed weight loa*. Al sport*, crafts, sawing,
caramica. computort, WS». thaatm, piano,
dance, aarobics, walght training, rlflary,
backpacking, kachan, office Camp Shane,
Famdaaj,NY 12734. (212) 877-4644
Vld*a assistant poaitlana lor 1993-94
avastbto bl Sport* Mtdkl Halations VirJao
experience required Pick up tpptcauora in
Godwin Had Room 220. No phona calsl
Appacabonadu* March 22.
Jfaybaab'ataW appiaatlbiia aVakbW m'
Antrony-Saagar RM 217 lor adbor poaiaona.
App*/ today. Appacatflna dua MawJ11.

Pereen n**d*d * laato er featato. Dayton*
ft Orlando. Five nights, beachfront hotel,
$125 total. Transportation provided. Gai
cMdad by 4 peep*). Cal Mary, 564-1649.

WANTED

Famato reemmato to share 2BR townhouaa.
CMJuh.x5602.

FRIDAY

PERSONALS
Adoption - Loving couple unabkt to conceive
chad of their own waning M adopt an infant.
We can heb each other Please cal cosset.
Robyn ft Scon. (703) 742-7091.
Do you
Sing? Dance? Juggle? Joke?
Share your talents bi
tha 1993 R.H.A.W.

rjmk*ftCJub*-Rar***cool$1000injust
on* wtakl Plus $1000 tor th* mtmbar who
eahl And a Ira* igloo cooktr I you qualify
Cal (800) 932-0529, xOS,

Adoption - A if* lied w* love, laughter 4
lutabtos. Happily married couple hoping to
adopt CM Jsanrat ft Kan cosset. (804) 2821652

MM faculty datkw atjoM for yard work.
4344293
Inttmsttd In btlng a Girl Seoul toadar tor
1993-1994? CM Janiet. x56S4.

JAVA HUT t6F«e

Tiaamtt w» math? Hato avaHabtol I you
naad tutoring for math courta. GRE, NTE.
ate, contact David Smith avanings, 2895999.

Come near JMU Alumna
Anna Duncan
President, Data* Inri Sports
Commission speak on
"Community Marketing Through
SportsThursday. Feb. 25 Showker G5 7pm
Co-sponsored by IABC & MMA

SPRING BREAtT
ATTENTrONSPftlNG BREAKERS I
PARTY UKE GOOSI
Panama City
$139
KeyWeat
$289
Qua IHy accommod at tonal
Cab Jpa, Endtaew Summer
(900)234-7007

Nathan and all New Videos

TUES March 2nd
with African Drum Fast
and Baaba Sath
(18 A Ovor)

£OE - There'* no psrty lik* a day-off
morning party ALA

Dfac Jockey* for hint. Harnaort>urg"s best I
National DJ Connection 433-0360

CraW Party! Ch*ap! with Rivers Inc. ado.
cal Brat. X4042.

10-3

9* * atari Audttan tor the 1983 Rasidance
HM Appreciation Weak Talent Show. March
1-3. Cal Christy. X7314 or Lori, x4650 lor
more no.

Typist - Accurit*. r*asonabla, clos* to
JMU. Ruth job* wafcoma. 434-4947

FK5TFC1

Techno Night

with D.J. Coll, Mistrass Mx,

WED March 3ri

Intramural Tennis sign-up deadline. Noon.
March 2, Godwin 21$

For mora information & assistance
regarding tha investigation of
financing buaineaa opponunitia* A
work at horn* opportunibas, contact
the Batter Business Bureau. Inc.
at
(800) 533-5501

SATURDAY

HOUSE
8PM FRIDAY, FEB. 26
at Wosley Foundation
690 S. Mason St.
OPEN MIKE

SERVICES

Prsgraaahm, danca, rack, classics. okfcat,
country, National DJ Connactcnl 433O360

5 Hours of Club Music

"World Beat" Night

Loot - Gold hoop urrlng wlh haan charm
PotaMy naar COB or on but. Santimantal
vakax Raward. CM 4344219. •

naauma* - Cuttom-wrtltan; award winning
wntar/maAating spaciaht; typaatt 4340515

Club Night 10-3

Talent Show

Do you have an opinion on or
Interest In the ethics of
advertising for legs) services?
Than coma hear Mary Ann Barnes
of Chandler, Franklin A O'Bryan
apeak on this Issue tonight at 5pm
In M101. Sponsored by the Pre
Law Society.

LOST & FOUND

THVRSPAY
Ladies Night 9-2
Top 40 & Danca Music

To audition, call Christy, x7314
or Lorl, 14650.

hnmadiata apaning far atudant to post
ftyar* on campwl 0*1 Dana. (800) 582-2121,
(121.

"Herrieonburg's Onry 18 ♦ Club"

Roommate - FM eemettw 1991 5BR apt.
do** to campus x585l

Onto* itoilial aailatam puMim tor 199394 ivaaatb bi Spow Math Itokatoni. Ptek
y toplcMomi to Qodwto HM Room 220. No
phont CMaVl Appfctwra dm Miixn 22.

Wal Trap Tlekat Sanrlco* in Viama, VA is
now intatviawing for full tima bo< ofllc*
iumm*r amptoymam Cuatomar **rvic* or
salts axp*rianca htbfui. Cal (703) 2551961.

PLAYERS

AXO - Cengrstutote* *l th* newly selected
RheCtMl
Want to worst for tha Federal
Government??
OCS presents "Federal Jobs and
the Application Process*
Featuring Susan Holland, Staffing
Specialist from OPM
Wednesday. March 3.1-230pm
Son ner Hall
Congratulations to Matthew Hodge* - Th*
wnwr of th* Honor Council Essay contest ft
to Todd Boss who received in honorable
mention
Prepare yourself for a career o>
the90'sl
Beta Gamma Sigma
praaenta
An Internship Seminar
Monday, March 1
Zane Showker Hal Room 10$

7-ftpra

BS&M
(18 & Ovor)

Council of Campus Leader*presents
HUMAN RELATIONS WF EK
February 22 - March 2
■Thursday, Feb. 25 Spat Women's
Resource Center, Logan Hal
- Citizen* Against Seiual Assault
Mil ho Id a prevention workshop
7:30pm Business Bussing 109
- "Ethics In America's Buttnes*:"
PinoJ diKUMion
•Saturday, Feb. 27 1-4pm Wltold* Hall
Protect Prime Workshop (Pre)udk*
reduction involving mailmuing
educmion)
-Pleat* call Student Activities to
Tuesday, March 2 8:30pm Highlands Rm
Murtkurturalism et JMU
Roundtabb) discussion
Question*? Pton* cM
Amy Wan, 432-1149 or
Marie Graven*, x»07
HI - Thanks for your "semf appreciation
last Fnday. k wu a Targe- blast We'd k\e to
thank vou with a *smajr mystery on Friday.
Love, Mary. Cookie 4 trends.
reowd ■ data?

How about 250?!
Creative Dating w/
Devid Cole man
HigNandsRoom 7pm
Sunday. Fab. 28
Sponsored by I.H.C.

AIA congratulate* Katie Stover - Th*
cookmt nasr Studsw Ambassador tsstl

NOTICE

For more kaomwaon » aaeietanc*
reoeidlna die Inveeliaason ol finanong
buelnee* opportunaJ** t work 1 home
opportunatoa.oonl*otaio Bettor Bueiees*
Bureau, Inc.
<■"•>'

m

(800) 533-5501
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ANY MEDIUM PIZZA W/ ONE TOPPING FREE!

Just For Tryins Our NEW LARGE
roKl rournnAB CHEESEBURGER PIZZA
Loaded with © Bacon, Lean Ground Beef,

W077AITCUA & CHEDDAR CWiWW*
433-2300 *-/^
JMU Campus /
S. Main St

——^~^\--v^^
DOMINO'S

Port Rd /
Market St

MEDIUM 8 STIX...$2,99
J*GE16STIX...$4-99

LARGE PARTY
LARGE PIZZA
One for

433-3111

TWo for

'99

199

Three for
F99

Four for
199

Five for

r99

NO COUPON NECESSAKY-FOR A LIMITED 71MEI-

DA
MADNESS
«••

ANY PIZZA
ANY SIZE!

LATE NIGHT -DOMIMOSI
ONE It" MEDIUM
ONE TOPPING PIZZA

9pm^USTASK!

MONDAY ONLY!

'MEDIUM DOUBLES CHEEZZTICKCOMBO
TWO MEDIUM
ONE TOPPING PIZZAS

Original or "ZXesty De«p Dish"
For a Limited Time!

ONE 15" LARGE
ONE TOPPING PIZZA

MEDIUM ONE TOPPING
PIZZA & MEDIUM CHEEZZTICKS!

Available With
CHSDDAR Of |f Q77ARSU.A!

PIZIAPAKIC
MEDIUM TWO TOPPING
PIZZA & 9. EREE COKES!

Original or "Hefty Deep
For a Limited Time!

